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Checking in on $800k purchase Tactical Landing
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
In just two weeks, many tracks throughout
North America will start hosting qualifying
races for 2-year-olds. There will be homebreds,
bargain basement buys and of course the sale
toppers. Soon we will find out if those paying a
King’s ransom for the best bred and perfectly
conformed yearlings last fall actually got their
money’s worth.
Standing above all yearlings in 2016 was
Tactical Landing, an $800,000 purchase at the
Lexington Selected Sale in October. The price
was the highest amount ever paid for a Standardbred at auction in Kentucky and ranks
second all-time behind the $825,000 paid for
Detour Hanover at the Harrisburg Sale in
2011.
Owned by the Tactical Landing Stable
(Andrea Lea Racing Stables Inc., Urie Byler,
Michael Creps, Wayne Farthing, Michael
Frank, Kevin Greenfield, Lynda Stewart,
Howard Stewart, Howard Taylor and D Farm
LLC), Tactical Landing is by Muscle Hill out
of the strong producing broodmare Southwind Serena. The trotting colt is a full brother
to the freaky-fast filly Mission Brief (1:50 2/5,
$1,599,587), who had her career cut short by
injury.
With an $800,000 price tag and royal bloodlines, expectations are no doubt high for the
Bob Stewart-trained colt. But as a veteran
conditioner who trained $482,000 purchase
(2000) Andover Hall to a 2-year-old champion-
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Eddie Martinez signed the sales slip when
Tactical Landing was sold at the Lexington
Selected Sale in October.

ship season, Stewart is no stranger to the pressure of the spotlight.
“If we have similar results with this
horse (as Andover Hall), we’ll be very happy
people,” said Stewart, who added with a laugh,
“Though we could do without the break in
the Hambletonian,” recalling Andover Hall’s
miscue in the race as the 3-5 favorite.
Stewart reports that Tactical Landing has
trained a mile in 2:17 as he prepares for his
first qualifier in mid July. “He trains in (2):17
as easy as any horse I’ve ever trained in that
time,” said Stewart.
“We are biding our time and keeping the
brakes on a bit. It is more important what
they are doing than how fast they are going.
We’ve mapped out a schedule that doesn’t get
him started racing until later on, but plans are
about as good as the paper you write them on.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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nice filly, good gaited, mouth
“ Very
and mind. She makes her mark in

“

hand. She is very special.

– Trainer Bruce Saunders

are quite pleased with our colt
“ We
by A Rocknroll Dance. He is athletic,
mature and has a great attitude.

“

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE

His progress to date has been with
our best two-year-old colt.

– Trainer Tim/Karl Pinske
Multiple mare discounts available.
PENNSYLVANIA Phone: 717-638-7100
email: diamondcreek2@gmail.com

www.DiamondCreekFarm.com

Rocknroll Hanover – Wichita Hanover
2017 FEE: $5,000

Tactical Landing is expected to qualify around mid July
CONTINUED from page 1

The current program calls for 8 to 10 races
in 2017 starting with two to three qualifiers.
An initial baby race appearance at Harrah’s
Philadelphia is anticipated followed by a trip
to The Meadowlands. While in the past Philly
wasn’t exactly a first stop for trainers with
2-year-olds, Stewart said he raced there the
other day and the conditions have improved
vastly since officials resurfaced the track.
If all goes according to plan, the parimutuel schedule for Tactical Landing
includes four Sire Stakes races and two
Grand Circuit stakes at the Red Mile,
followed by a trip to Hoosier Park for a race
prior to the Breeders Crown eliminations on
Saturday, October 21.
After wintering in Kentucky, Tactical
Landing moved to Winners Training Center
in New Jersey during the third week in April
to continue his training with Stewart, who
currently has 12 horses in his barn. The
61-year-old is also hoping for big things from
a few others under his care. Particularly
E L Platinum, a full brother to standout E
L Titan (1:51 2/5, $702,472) owned by Erkki
Laakkonen, who hooked up with Stewart on
Andover Hall. He also has a Yankee Glide
half-sister to European standout Propulsion
called Deschanel and a nice 3-year-old trotting filly by Cantab Hall out of Buck I St Pat
called Can’t I that earned over $205,000 while
putting up a 7-4-2-0 record in 2016. “We have
very high hopes for her,” said Stewart about

Tactical Landing is the second highest yearling sold in Harness Racing history.

Derick Giwner

we dig out when talking about sales-toppers
is yet to be determined. For the moment at
least, Stewart is leaning towards the former.
“So far he acts like a quality horse and I
wouldn’t change anything about him,” said
Stewart. “If they offered me my money back
right now, I wouldn’t take it.”

Can’t I, who finished second in a 1:56 3/5 qualifier on Tuesday (5/16) at Philly.
While Stewart has eyes on his dozen, the
Standardbred world will no doubt be focusing the spotlight firmly on Tactical Landing. Whether he will turn out to be the next
Muscle Hill or just a name from the past that
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville,
Walner
Multiple
placement
By Derick Giwner
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided

discounts available

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
Big Crown night in store for ‘Super’
Darlinonthebeach looks to turn the
tables on Pure Country, Page 8
Brett at the Big M, page 9

Breeders Crown Entries & Analysis
by Giwner and Zoccali, Pages 10, 12
Insider Breeders Crown selections,
Pages 13, 14
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‘Nifty’ Norman has two sophomore fillies looking to be Queen
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
It’s hard to replace a Queen.
Richard “Nifty” Norman had a long reign
with the phenomenal trotting mare Bee A
Magician that came to an end this season.
The brilliant former Horse of the Year was
exceptional in every year at the track and
took on the best and beat them.
It’s too early to predict if there is another
Bee A Magician in the works, but Norman
has a pair of fillies in the sophomore ranks
this year that could rise to the level of greatness if they continue along their early march.
On the trotting side, Norman is more than
effusive in praise of Magic Presto. Like Bee
A Magician, Magic Presto is a daughter
of Kadabra that raced extremely well as a
freshman and has returned this year with a
vengeance.
Magic Presto was alone at the wire in
her first stakes action this past Saturday
at Mohawk. With Trevor Henry in the bike
for guidance, the filly jogged in 1:55 1/5. She
landed post three for this Saturday’s C$130K
SBOA final as the early 3-5 choice.
“She came out of the race well and I left her
up there,” said Norman, who will be in attendance at Mohawk on Saturday night.
Magic Presto closed out her freshman
campaign with a victory in the Goldsmith
Maid at Woodbine last fall, completing her
season with five wins in just nine starts. A
step slower than some of the top fillies in the
division for much of the year, Magic Presto’s
improvement by years end was apparent.
“She’s come back a little bigger and a little
stronger,” said Norman. “You know I think
she’s the kind of filly that will mature into a
better horse as she gets older.”
Sound familiar?
Magic Presto will race in Ontario but she
is staked to the major races and figures to be
a solid presence with the top 3-year-old trotting fillies in North America.
On the pacing side, Norman may have
another jewel in the name of Inverse Hanover,
if first and second impressions of the Somebeachsomewhere filly are to be taken with
seriousness.
“Yea, she surprised me a bit in that last
race,” said Norman of an incredible effort
in a Pennsylvania Sire Stakes division at
Harrah’s Philadelphia on May 11.
Inverse Hanover was last in a field of seven
that appeared to crawl to the half in a tepid
57 3/5 clocking. That clearly was no place to
be if a filly was expected to win, but Inverse
Hanover, with David Miller in the bike, did
just that. She paced a sub 55-second final half
going wide around traffic and jogging in a
1:53 4/5 mile.
“She trained down like a good horse last

New Image Media

Magic Presto is staked to most of the major races for 3-year-old trotting fillies.
year and we had high expectations,” said
Norman of Inverse Hanover. “She cracked a
hind pastern bone and we quit with her.”
In her lone stakes appearance as a freshman, Inverse Hanover made a break before
the start yet somehow managed to finish a
distant third at The Meadows in July. What’s
interesting to note about that race is that the
first two finishers were Idyllic Beach and
Agent Q, two of last year’s best fillies and
ironically both Pennsylvania Sire Stakes
winners at Harrah’s on May 11.
With three wins in three starts this year,
Inverse Hanover appears to be heading on
the right track for potential stardom. Of
course there are a few other quality fillies
in this division, but Norman likes what he’s
training.
“She’s a real nice filly to be around. She’s
not like many of the Somebeachsomewheres.
She’s got a great temperament,” Norman
said.
There’s always the chance of history
repeating and in the case of Inverse Hanover,
she is beginning to look a lot like her mother
Ideal Newton.
Ideal Newton was an unknown when she
debuted as a sophomore in 2008 but quickly
became stakes friendly and would eventually
go on to earn nearly $630K with a sub 1:50
record over a long career. As a sophomore
she captured the $250K James Lynch Memorial at Pocono in 1:50 2/5.
Inverse Hanover, Ideal Newton’s first foal,
is eligible to this year’s Lynch with eliminations slated for June 24 and a July 1 $300,000
final.
Norman has been noted for racing much of
his young stock from off the pace.
“I think it’s the best way to bring them
along,” said Norman. “Eventually they’re

going to have to tough it out on the front end.”
It’s hard to say how any horse could fill the
shoes of the $4 million-winning Bee A Magician, but perhaps two fillies will fill the void
for Norman.
JAYWALKING: According to the SOA of
NY’s Alex Dadoyan, expect to see the Yonkers
finish wire finally moved when the track goes
on a two week sabbatical on May 29. Dadoyan
revealed that the horsemen and Yonkers
Raceway are finalizing a new contract and
that one of the requirements of the deal is for
the new finish line to be in position for racing
after the break.
Dadoyan also revealed an interesting
experiment currently being conducted
trying to see if there are ways to improve
the chances of horses landing posts seven
and eight. The New York Gaming Board has
given permission to allow Yonkers to conduct
qualifying races where horses instead of
starting from posts seven and eight will be
placed behind the rail and two post. This
shake up may also see four horses in the first
tier and four in the second tier.
The first “test” run was this past Friday
and revealed little. The idea according to
Dadoyan is to force the front tier forward
because there will be no room to settle back
into a tuck. “With trailers posts two and three
will have to press forward,” Dadoyan said.
It’s an interesting idea but probably one
that will not get truly tested in qualifying
races since most drivers and trainers and
more concerned with making time than
contesting the first quarter.
While the new finish wire may finally give
viewers a clearer understanding of the actual
winner crossing the wire, it may not change
the dynamics of the individual races in any
material way.
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Mr. Exotic at Meadowlands
Saturday, November 19, 2016
In the 10nd Race Exacta, box TOTALLY DREAMY, NORTHERN PRIZE
and STIMULUS PLAN.
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‘EYE’ on the Meadowlands
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QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.
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tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.
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Harness Racing needs an upscale audience
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
In the eight or nine years I have been
writing this column, I have spent plenty
of time talking about how to get more
people gambling more money, and more
importantly how to get more people out to
the track more often. If it wasn’t a handicapping column, it was a “what can we do
to make the sport more appealing to the
unwashed masses?” column. It appears I
have been looking at it wrong.
I have promoted dozens of ways to get
people to embrace harness racing and
eventually come to the track – branded
restaurants, lower takeout, entertainment
between races, concession specials and the
like. All appeals designed to get the new
customer to appreciate the value of coming
to the track. Wrong market! We need to
attract the rich guys.
On Kentucky Derby Day I again hosted
the annual bourbon tasting at Spennato’s
Italian Ristorante, a wonderful little spot
that is just a stone’s throw from Northfield
Park. They use tasting and sampling events
to promote their food and nearly all sell
out. In previous years, we held this event
during the week, but this year the attendees wanted it to be held Derby Day, so we
gathered around 5 p.m. to taste five amazing bourbons, each punctuated with even
better food, with a slight interruption for
the race itself.
[Column aside: I wagered $58 on the Derby
this year. $10 to win on Always Dreaming.
$24 of exactas and $24 in trifectas. None
with the proper longshots. Always Dreaming paid $11.40, or $57 on a $10 ticket. Story
of my life.]
The cost for this event, scheduled to
run three hours, was $55. A $10 win bet
on Always Dreaming would have covered
it. But many of the two-dozen attendees
stayed much later, continuing to pour
money through the windows, err, bar and
kitchen. The per capita neared $100. And, if
you didn’t like bourbon, there was a wine
assortment available, including the “official” Kentucky Derby wine from 14 Hands.
We ran similar tastings, although with
an a la carte menu, early in my career at
Northfield on the eve of the Derby and we
drew not just very well (Over 100 one year,
with the promise of a free shirt and glass),
but a higher-end clientele than we were
used to seeing. And they kept drinking . . .
and eating . . . and betting.
To be clear, it does not have to be about
bourbon. The firm that handles my
accounting does nights at Northfield three
or four times a year. But these are almost
all casual affairs. Don’t get me wrong, they
are quite enjoyable. But why not a fancier,

sit-down dinner for their wealth management clients, instead of a picnic type of
atmosphere for folks like me?
Meanwhile, on Kentucky Derby Eve,
Louisville was abuzz with the StitzelWeller Affair presented by Blade and Bow
Bourbon. Rain forced the event under a
tent, but North Carolina bluegrass band
Steep Canyon Rangers, who often perform
with Steve Martin, wrapped up the $500
per ticket evening that also offered a tribute to the 82nd anniversary of the opening
of the Stitzel-Weller Distillery, for many
years the workplace of master distiller
Julian “Pappy” Van Winkle Sr. Dinner was
provided by Chef Ford Fry of The Optimist,
a much-lauded Atlanta seafood temple, and
Louisville’s Wiltshire Pantry. Rare bourbons samples were offered, with an expert
whiskey educator commenting.
Our sport offers little, if anything, on
that scale. Northfield Park’s Rocksino
offered a high-end bourbon dinner at its
Kosar’s Steakhouse last year and the event
sold out. I am told it was awesome, but out of
the price range of a monthly DRF contributor. Why not move the event to the track,
even if Kosar’s does the catering? You will
draw people with large disposable incomes,
who will experience the excitement of live
racing. I know most tracks offer charity fundraising packages. But how many
are truly upscale meals, costing in the
hundreds of dollars, as opposed to $50 or
$75?
The Meadowlands, during Hambletonian
week, offers a $50 casino night and a golf
outing, but from what I could find, nothing
really upscale. The Little Brown Jug just
does not fit that upscale model, although
an argument can be made that with the
addition of the Hospitality Pavilion several
years back that they are moving in that
direction, with a $250 Jug Day ticket. And
Lexington has the amazing Round Barn
Stable of Memories. Many fundraisers are
held there, but why not push that one event,
a big ticket event that includes a VIP Day at
the Races first. Ship in a chef or use a top
local chef; bring in Heaven Hill’s Bernie
Lubbers or someone else to speak on the
bourbons; offer a first class experience to
benefit a popular charity, but make it about
the horses first.
As I said, it does not have to be about
bourbon. But it does have to be about
horseracing. Make an industry charity –
SRF, New Vocations or (preferably) HHYF
– the beneficiary. And let’s draw some folks
who might not see a race otherwise. If we
can get upscale folks to the racetrack a first
time and provide a special experience for
them, some may stay.
Now go cash. Hopefully for more than $57
on a $58 wager. See you next month.

Sintra to get tested
from post eight in
Confederation Cup
By Derick Giwner
Sintra has been nothing short of spectacular in 2017. On Sunday at Flamboro
Downs, he’ll place his perfect 3-for-3
current-year record on the line versus
eight others in the C$176,000 Confederation Cup for 4-year-old pacers.
While Sintra has made racing look
easy in his victories this year, including
a 1:49 1/5 Graduate win at The Meadowlands and 1:52 4/5 victory in last
week’s Confederation Cup eliminations,
Sunday presents a new obstacle as the
David Menary trainee will have to overcome post eight through four turns on
the half-mile oval.
“I think [post eight] is his biggest
obstacle to date,” said Menary of the 7-5
morning line favorite. “There are lots
of nice horses in there, including him.
But he is going to need a Superman-type
effort to win.”
Sunday’s competition includes fellow
elimination winner Western Fame (post
four, 5-2) and the horse he defeated,
Check Six (post six, 3-1), who battled
gamely to lose by a head despite a firstover trip. Both horses have yet to finish
worse than second in three starts this
year.
Like the Graduate series, the Confederation Cup provides 4-year-olds with
the opportunity to compete against their
peers as they acclimate to racing versus
the fastest horses in North America.
“It’s nice that the 4-year-olds get
to battle at the start,” said Menary,
who went on to list the possible stakes
options for Sintra. “His schedule is
front-loaded. He has two more Graduate
legs, the Gold Cup at Mohawk, Gerrity
Memorial at Saratoga, the Prix d’Ete,
Canadian Pacing Derby, and the Ewart
at Scioto.”
Sintra is not eligible to the Breeders
Crown and would have to supplement to
race. Of course that decision is for way
down the road. For now, Menary is just
hoping that Sintra keeps improving.
“He was very impressive as a 3-yearold winning half of his starts while
living in Betting Line’s shadow,” said
Menary of Sintra, who posted a 16-8-4-1
record in 2016. “He only has 22 career
starts and hopefully he is just getting
started. Hopefully the sky’s the limit.”
Jody Jamieson will drive Sintra on
Sunday in the finale of an 11-race card at
Flamboro which kicks off at 7 p.m. The
program also features three divisions of
the Ontario Sire Stakes Gold division for
3-year-old colt trotters.

Andrew Harris takes aim at the Graduate with Taco Tuesday
By Jay Bergman
Taco Tuesday steps up in class on Saturday night but his new trainer Andrew Harris
believes the 4-year-old gelding is ready for
the $75,000 Graduate Series opening leg at
The Meadowlands.
“He’s trained very well,” said Harris of one
of his most recent acquisitions.
You have to think that Harris hopes this
is the last stop for Taco Tuesday, a son of
Cantab Hall that debuted for Harris on May 6
with an impressive victory at Yonkers in the
$55,000 Open Handicap.
“I was very fortunate to get him,” said
Harris.
Harris has had a big year and much of
that has to do with the fact that owners from
across North America have sought him out
to send horses to the east coast. He’s already
enjoyed a tremendous ride with Cousin Mary
in 2017. That 4-year-old pacing mare earned
under $20,000 during her sophomore season
but has 11 wins this year and $135,000 banked
for Harris. “She’s been invited to the Betsy
Ross (Harrah’s Philadelphia on May 28).”
Taco Tuesday is a big and powerful horse
that keeps getting better and Harris thinks
the bigger track may only enhance his assets.
“I think the best thing about this horse is
that he can race any way you like. He’s fine
racing from behind and just as good on the
front,” said Harris, who watched Taco Tuesday go down the road in 1:54 2/5 from post

seven in his last start.
Harris has been known a little more for
his success with pacers, but last year found
himself in the Hambletonian with Waitlifter
K. Ironically that’s one of the nine rivals
Taco Tuesday will face on Saturday night.
“Waitlifter K has already shown that he
can trot in 1:51. Taco Tuesday still has to
prove it but I think he’ll get there eventually,”
said Harris.
The Graduate drew an interesting cast
including last year’s premier sophomore trotting mare Broadway Donna. The Jim Campbell-trained mare landed post seven after
a powerful runner-up performance in his
debut last week at The Meadowlands. Broadway Donna, a career $1.2 million winner, has
Dave Miller in the bike.
Dayson was a pacesetting fourth in last
week’s tune-up but he could be much sharper
for trainer Ron Burke given his rail position
on Saturday night.
Another Yonkers shipper in the Graduate is Jeff Gregory’s Tight Lines, who swept
through the SOA Bonus Trot series and
already has five victories and $101,000 banked
this year. Tight Lines landed post two.
The Meadowlands management team will
be rooting hard for Double L Lindy, one of two
from the Ake Svanstedt stable in the Graduate. Double L Lindy is co-owned in a partnership by Jeff Gural’s Little E LLC, along with
Jason Settlemoir and RBH Ventures Inc.
Double L Lindy won his 4-year-old debut at

Yonkers by open lengths against weaker, but
it should be noted that he was a solid third in
last year’s Breeders Crown final.
Harris confirmed that Taco Tuesday is
likely to see further stakes action in the near
term. “He was invited to the Maxie Lee,”
Harris said of the $100,000 Invitational event
at Harrah’s Philadelphia on May 28.
“I really think he’ll be at his best on the
five-eighths mile track,” said Harris.
With 55 horses in his stable Andrew
Harris’ numbers continue to swell, but he’s
anxious to add more and hopefully find some
success in the biggest races. The aforementioned Cousin Mary was a sleeper heading
into this season but she’s come a long way. “I
don’t think she can go with Lady Shadow but
I think she can go with the rest,” said Harris,
who was ecstatic how the mare qualified on
Tuesday at Philly.
As of now there is no Waitlifter K in the
stable, so a Hambletonian appearance may
not happen for Harris, but he’s holding out
hope. “Usually it’s this time of the year that
I start getting calls,” Harris said.
For now there are a dozen 2-year-olds
getting closer to their racing debuts that need
Harris’ attention. Then there’s Taco Tuesday,
a horse that has attracted plenty of attention
this year and steps out on the big stage Saturday with a chance to solidify his position in a
division that to date appears wide open.

Pure Country to make her 2017 debut at Yonkers Raceway on Friday
Early in the spring season, Adam Bowden
paid a visit to trainer Jimmy Takter’s farm to
see his star mare Pure Country. After being
away from her for several months, Bowden
was impressed by how much his homebred
matured over the winter break.
“She came out of the barn and I could have
sworn she was a colt,” he remembered. “She’s
always been a bigger filly, but she’s added
mass to her. Just broader, she looks stronger.
I remember watching her train that day, I
was like, ‘ooh, she looks scary good.’”
Pure Country is the great mare that Adam
and his father, Chris, had in mind when they
created Diamond Creek Farm. After winning
the Breeders Crown at 2, Pure Country
earned $1,082,430 last year in 21 starts with
victories in a host of Grand Circuit events,
including the Fan Hanover, the Lynch Memorial, the Simcoe Stakes, the Glen Garnsey
Memorial, and the Matron Stakes. Pure
Country’s accomplishments earned her the
Dan Patch Award for 3-year-old pacing fillies.
“After her first season, it was one of those
things where you kind of hoped she would
have a season like last year, but you never
expected it,” Bowden said. “It was more of
a blessing than anything else and we were
really proud of her.”
Sired by Somebeachsomewhere, Pure
Country is out of Western Montana, one of
the first horses Bowden purchased. Along

with his father, Bowden was confident the
Western Hanover mare would produce a
champion, but he grew weary and impatient
after her first three foals failed to stand out.
“The mare was pregnant with Pure Country at the time and I remember calling my
father and saying, ‘I don’t know if I want to
wait. I think we need to get rid of the mare.
She hasn’t really given us what we thought
she’d give us,’” he recalled. “I remember him
telling me, ‘just be patient, be patient. She’ll
come through for us,’ and she did and did it in
a big way, so it was worth it.”
Pure Country will make her 4-year-old
debut as the 3-1 morning line favorite in
the sixth race $55,000 Filly and Mare Open
Handicap Pace at Yonkers Raceway Friday
(May 19). In preparation for her first start
of the year, Pure Country qualified twice at
the Meadowlands, winning the latest in 1:50
1/5 on April 29. She then scratched sick from
the $100,000 Noble Memorial at Miami Valley
May 8 before being entered back at Yonkers.
“I was anxious to see her race at Miami
Valley and she came up with a little bit of a
fever, so we had to wait, scratch her. She got
better pretty quick,” Bowden said.
In her first local start, Pure Country and
driver Brett Miller will start from post five,
surrounded by Yonkers veterans Mach It A
Par and Regil Elektra, who are each 5-1 from
posts four and six, respectively. Mackenzie A

will make her first start since winning the
Blue Chip Matchmaker Series final from post
eight at odds of 7-2.
“Yonkers is tough and she drew in the
middle of the field, but those are tough mares
to have to race against. They’ve all been
racing and they’re sharp and this is her first
start of the year,” Bowden said. “I think we’re
expecting a good performance, but you can’t
guarantee victory in any race, especially
over there against those mares.”
Although this is her first start at the Hilltop oval, Pure Country has half-mile track
experience. She finished third in the first
heat of the Jugette individually timed in 1:51
2/5 before placing fourth in the final. She
also endured a tough trip to finish second to
Betting Line in the Carl Milstein Memorial at
Northfield Park last summer.
“I think she’s versatile enough,” Bowden
said. “I think her preference is a bigger track,
but she’s got to get a start in somewhere. She
got invited to the Betsy Ross at Chester on
the 28th, so she needs a race before that and
we’re running out of options if we wait any
longer.”
Lispatty, Medusa, Delightful Dragon, and
last week’s winner, Freeze Out, complete the
field of eight pacers in Friday’s feature. First
post time is 7:10 p.m.

-Brandon Valvo for SOA of NY

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Friday, May 19
Meadowlands
Six $20,000 divisions of New Jersey Sire Stakes for
3-year-olds featuring:
Race 1 - Checkmate Time (co-fastest 3yo trotter of 2017)
Race 2 - Every Way Out (9-time winner in 11 starts last year)
Race 5 - Ariana G (2yo filly trotting champion)
Race 8 - What The Hill (2016 Peter Haughton winner)

Saturday, May 20
The Meadows
Three $48,876 divisions of Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes for 3-year-old colt trotters featuring:
Race 4 - Giveitgasandgo (2016 PASS Champion), Sortie
(3rd in Breeders Crown)
Race 6 - Snowstorm Hanover (Valley Victory winner)

Meadowlands
$75,000 Graduate Trot - 4YO Open - Race 10
1
Dayson
2
Tight Lines
3
Waitlifter K
4
Taco Tuesday
5
Leggs Matter
6
Double L Lindy
7
Broadway Donna
8
Southern Cross
9
Dupree
10
Cufflink Hanover

Mohawk
$130,130 SBOA 3YO Filly Trot Final - Race 1
1
Stuck In My Spanks
2
Paradise Image
3
Magic Presto
4
Mrstery Bear
5
Expose Yourself
6
Gravitator
7
Royal Witch
8
Anikadabra
9
Tymal Reign
10
Holiday Promise
AE11
Sweet Of My Heart
$132,130 SBOA 3YO Filly Pace Final - Race 8
1
Soiree Seelster
2
Talbot Chanel
3
Fade
4
Windy Sport
5
Blameitonthenight
6
Dancing Shadows K
7
Stonebridge Sundae
8
Gottalovemyshadow
9
Dudesalady
10
Action Majesty
AE11
Manhattan Play

Yonkers
$20,000 Lismore 3YO Filly Pace Elim. - Race 4
1 - PP3
Caviart Ally
1A - PP5 V String
2 - PP1
Ashlee’s Spitfire
3 - PP2
Rockette
4 - PP4
Tequila Monday
5 - PP6
Planet Rock
6 - PP7
Twist Of Fate
7 - PP8
Agent Q
(Top 4 finishers make the final)
$20,000 Lismore 3YO Filly Pace Elim. - Race 5
1
Big City Betty
2
Caviart Cherie
3
World Apart
4
Gotthisone Hanover
5
Ain’t Three Ok
6
Ideal Plan
7
Warrawee Sunshine
(Top 4 finishers make the final)
$40,000 Art Rooney 3YO Open Pace Elim. - Race 8
1
Funknwaffles
2
Miso Fast
3
Mac’s Jackpot
4
Summer Side
5
Heaven’s Gait
6
Stealth Bomber
7
Henry The Dragon
8
Rollin About
9
Downbytheseaside
(Top 8 finishers make the final; #9 starts from the
2nd tier)

Sunday, May 21
Flamboro
$176,000 Confederation Cup Final - Race 11
1
Magnum J
2
Roll Away Joe
3
Seeley Man
4
Western Fame
5
Stonebridge Beach
6
Check Six
7
Mr Wiggle Pants
8
Sintra
9
Dr J Hanover
AE10
First Car
(#9 starts from the 2nd tier)
PLUS: Three $64,000+ divisions of the Ontario Sire
Stakes Gold for 3-year-old colt trotters

Pocono
Three $49,494 divisions of Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes for 3-year-old colt pacers featuring:
Race 11 - Huntsville (2yo colt pacing champion)

comments from
our readers
On Giwner’s fractional ownership piece
Derick,
Good article as I had similar experiences
when I was a partial owner of a number of
different horses over about a 10 year period.
You know the old saying about the two happiest days that relates to horse ownership, first
when you buy and second when you sell. As
we all know, its a high risk investment with
a small chance of a potential high payoff, like
betting a long shot.
I stopped owning because I realized that
an owner has little or no influence over the
performance of a horse. The trainers, train,
the grooms groom and the drivers drive
while the owners watch and keep their
fingers crossed and pray for the best. Whatever profit we made on older race horses we
gave back on the yearlings which were like
yours, low performers. I know friends who
invested both large and small sums of money
in yearlings with little or no success. So you
have plenty of company.
At least you were fair minded that you
acknowledged that your general partner
made a reasonable effort to develop the horse.
Such limited partnership need to cut loose
the non performers and limit losses as its bad
for their business. This is fully understandable and a rational business decision.
A former partner of mine once told me
that owning a horse was the same as owning
a stock. I quickly told him of the vast differences namely that owning most stocks had
much more liquidity and did not require
additional investment beyond the initial
amount in most cases , except for a start up
that requires additional capital.
I would only purchase a horse with any
major winnings from the lottery, another
high risk low probability situation. Thus, its
likely I will never own a horse again. I wish
all owners the best of luck as we the gambling
public need them otherwise the racing industry would cease to exist.
Keep up the good work and try to have a
good day.

All the best,
Walt Majowicz

Remembering Jack Cohen
The Sports Eye was critical for thousands
and thousands of us harness enthusiasts
for decades--nice article to acknowledge the
man.

Wayne Haehner

My condolences to his family. I probably
learned a few things from Jack Cohen, but
one thing I know I learned -- never say it can’t
be done.

Bob Pandolfo

Lord knows I spent my time reading this
bible. Rest in Peace Jack Cohen.

Allan Schott

